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Envisioning Low-Carbon Energy Security



Background

• From Failand to Winland research consortium 2016-

2019

–A strategic research project exploring future food, water and 

energy security in Finland

–Main research question: How do the shocks and pressures to 

energy and food system and their related policy measures affect 

Finland’s comprehensive security in the future?

–Application of co-creation and scenario methodologies with 

stakeholders + sector specific institutional analysis + individual 

research (e.g. interviews and system modelling)



• Transition to a low-carbon energy system is often investigated through 

visioning and back casting, while considerations of energy security tend 

towards reactivity and conservatism regarding the future (e.g. Nilsson et al 

2011; Ciut̆a 2010)

• The processes of energy transitions link with justice, equity, democracy, 

sustainability, and fairness that are considered as elements of modern life 

(Delina et al. 2018)

• The processes of energy security link with preparation for outages, 

perceptions of threat or risk and maintaining lifestyles (Sovacool & Brown 

2010) + also commonly supply-side focus (Parag 2014)

• Low-carbon sustainability transition and energy security are rarely 

discussed in one sentence (Gruenig et al 2016)

Envisioning low-carbon energy security



Sociotechnical imaginaries

• Visions of energy security and transition are viewed as 

sociotechnical imaginaries that can be characterized as “collectively 

held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed visions of 

desirable futures, animated by shared understandings of forms of 

social life and social order attainable through, and supportive of, 

advances in science and technology” (Jasanoff 2015)

• Understanding tensions between stability and change; imaginaries 

describe desired futures, but also delimit undesired ones; 

imaginaries present either visions of continuity or transformation; 

(Delina 2018)



Dimensions of futures consciousness

1) Time perspective: length of time horizon, time orientation

2) Agency beliefs: assumptions about being able to influence the 

future

3) Openness to alternatives: consideration of alternative futures, 

dealing with uncertainty

4) Systems perception: perceiving systemic interconnectedness

5) Concern for others: ethical consideration of others beyond one’s 

own reference group

Based on Ahvenharju, Minkkinen & Lalot (forthcoming) 

The Five Dimensions of Futures Consciousness 



• 17 semi-structured elite interviews made during March-

August 2017

–Politicians, energy firms, NGOs, public officials

–A broader picture on the trends/risks concerning energy system / 

security of Finland

–4 themes: 1) trends/threats, 2) domestic strategies and energy 3) 

Finnish companies as part of global value chains 4) How to 

prepare to trends / phenomena (what to envision)

• Complemented by documentary analysis of policy 

documents and future scenarios produced by 

government, research consortiums and firms

Data and methods



Case: Finland

• In traditional security of supply 

terms a versatile energy mix, 

but…

• Carbon-intensive due to heavy 

industry and roughly 65% of 

energy imported (roughly 65% 

from Russia) + oil products 

exported worth of 3 billion euros



Case: Finland

• Energy policy traditionally made among small elite (key ministries and large 

energy utilities and energy consumers) (Ruostetsaari 2017)

• Energy and climate strategy 2030 (2016): -50% of consumed oil and 

banning coal use by 2030 + increasing self-sufficiency from 35% to 50%’ + 

strong focus on biomass

• Energy security traditionally read as “security of supply” (huoltovarmuus) 

and “generation adequacy” (toimitusvarmuus)

• Due to pragmatism in foreign policy energy rarely linked with national 

security (energy as economic issue)

– Russia discussed in public debate, but across elite circles in more implicit terms 

(“increasing self-sufficiency”)

– Energy security ”imported” from the EU level concerns

– Security or geopolitics even more rarely linked with energy transition



Actors

Energy security
• Ministry of Employment

• National Emergency Supply 

Agency (security of supply)

• Energy authority (generation 

adequacy)

• Large scale utilities: Fingrid, 

Fortum, Gasum, Neste, UPM, etc.

• Energy industry, Forest industry, 

Chemical industry; Bioenergy

• Security committee

Energy transition
• Ministry of Employment

• Energy authority

• Large scale utility investments

• Finnish Clean Energy Association

• Start ups

• Motiva

• Environmental NGOs

• Research consortiums: Smart 

Energy Transition, EL-TRAN, 

Neo-carbon Energy

• Taaleri (investor)



Preliminary results

Dimension Energy transition Energy security

Time perspective Long-term; disruption Short-term; outages, wartime 

situations, mid-term; continuity 

management

Agency beliefs Positive sum game; localized 

agency; market-driven; logic 

of cooperation

Positive or zero sum game; agency 

limited by market, infrastructure 

and geopolitics; logic of war

Openness to 

alternatives

Multiple policy options; 

technological optimism

Cautious of (100%) RE; 

technological pessimism

Systems 

perception

Agency focused (niche); 

emergence; loosely linked 

with security

System focused 

(regime/landscape); sustenance; 

tightly linked with security

Concern for others Export of innovative 

technologies; climate change 

mitigation

Mostly domestic level concerns or 

external threats; neglect of climate 

policy targets if strategically 

needed
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